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INTRODUCTION

• This talk is about why Virtual worlds 
have so much in them that’s like reality
– i’ll call virtual worlds mmos today
– the igda is about games, after all

• If you think about it, they don’t have
to be similar at all
– Gravity could work by colour, magnets 
could have six poles, all solids could be 
gelatinous, …

– Text worlds are already multi-dimensional, 
have colours reality doesn’t, contain new 
states of matter, undefined shapes, …



graphics

• The very reason players prefer graphics 
to text hints at the answer

• Graphics are more realistic than text
• when millions of years of evolution
have tuned your visual cortex, images 
are easy to process
– if they match the kind of world to which 
your ancestral creatures adapted

• There’s more to it than this, though
• A world can have photo-realistic
graphics and stiLl be unrealistic



Miqo’te

• Here are some miqo’te I encountered 
while playing final fantasy XIV

• Not exactly photo-realistic, but still…



glasses

• All of those characters have ears on the 
top of their head

• However, they wear glaSses as if they 
had ears where humans have ears

• Some possible explanations:
– Oops!
– It would look weird otherwise
– We have to use the same model for aLl races
– You’ll find out why it’s like this later…
– It’s saying something about the game
– It’s saying something about real life



fiction

• All fictional worlds contain what are 
truths to them but not to us
– Sherlock holmes is a person
– A mother and daughter are looking for love
– You lead a civilisation

• The fiction of a novel, movie or game is 
the premise you must accept to 
invest yourself in its world

• What about things in the world that the 
fiction doesn’t cover, though?
– There’s nothing there about ice, say



default

• The default is that if the fiction
doesn’t cover it, it works like reality

• Unless the fiction says otherwise, We 
can aSsume that:
– Queen Victoria was a person
– People live in the USA
– Horses can’t shoot arRows

• The more you diverge from “how reality 
would do it”, the more it’s going to be a 
tiresome distraction
– counter-intuitive behaviours add cognitive load



neither

• conversely, The more you make a 
fictional world like reality, the more 
natural and persuasive it is
– Tolkien wrote about this – It’s why he 
spends paragraphs describing bracken

• So … What about things that neither the 
fiction nor the defaults of reality cover?
– Watson limps in the wrong leg
– Germans speak English to each other
– Arrows fly further than they should

• Ok, so now it gets interesting



explanations

• Watson limps in the wrong leg because 
conan-doyle forgot which leg he’d used

• Germans speak English when the intended 
audience doesn’t understand German but 
does understand English

• Long-range                         
arrows make                              
for better                              
gameplay



unsatisfactory

• Although we can understand these 
answers, they’re unsatisfactory

• They poke holes in the fabric of the 
fictional world
– We simply have to aCcept them and move on

• The very reason the game defers to 
reality is that we understand reality

• We can’t make rational deductions
about a world if unspecified rules of 
cause and effect may not aPply in it
– The “principle of minimum departure”



Ngorongoro crater



exceptions

• A world’s fiction explains exceptions
to the expected
– That is, to how the real world works
– (But see later…)

• out-of-fiction explanations are to be 
avoided, because they mean that players 
can’t trust the designer

• Players who have no faith that any 
strangeness they see has an in-fiction
explanation won’t lOok for one
– Even if it does have an in-fiction explanation!



trust

• So, If players see something with no
apparent in-fiction explanation, will they:
– Reject it because they believe it probably has 
some out-of-fiction explanation?

– AcCept it because they trust that an in-
fiction explanation is forthcoming?

• This is important, because if players 
think of the game as a game and not as 
a world, immersion becomes difficult

• This isn’t a problem in strategy
games, but it is A problem in mMOs



example

• So as not to insult any games, here’s 
an example from tv’s game of thrones

• Got’s main characters almost never
wear anything practical on their head
– They’re bare-headed in scorching deserts, 
freezing wastelands and even in baTtle

– The most you get is a crown, tiara or hood
• Their other clothes are highly-detailed, 
but not their headwear

• Fans noticed this and complained that it 
wasn’t realistic



realistic

• Now the thing is, game of thrones is 
reaLly big on dragons

• Dragons also don’t feature in reality
• Why did fans complain about inadvisable 
headwear but not about dragons?

• Well, the dragons were explained by the 
fiction but the bad hat-choice wasn’t

• Suppose that the game of thrones 
showrunNers had been asked to 
explain why headwear was a joke

• How could they have answered?



Oops etc.

• Possible responses include:
– Gosh, we hadn’t noticed – thanks!
– Yes, they should wear hats, but then you’d 
complain you couldn’t tell them apart
• This is the actual reason

– Leaders in westeros don’t wear hats 
precisely to show that they are leaders

• The first two are out-of-fiction and are 
not satisfying

• The third one uses an in-fiction 
explanation to cover the real, out-of-
fiction answer, but it is satisfying



Wrong answer

• A fictionally-covered explanation keeps the 
player within the fictional world

• This is to be prefeRred, because Taking 
them out of it is unimmersive

• Even so, an out-of-fiction explanation is 
superior to “don’t worry your pretty 
head about it, Just accept it like you do the 
dragons”

• If we did so accept it, that would make 
the lack of headwear important –
because the dragons are important



ice

• Having Fictional cover makes for trust
• Later in GOT, Jon Snow falls into an 
ice-covered lake, but drags himself out

• There’s no fictional cover to explain why 
he doesn’t have hypothermia

• with trust, we can speculate what 
hidden fact has yet to be revealed
– He’s cold-proof like daenerys is fire-proof
– His sword is protecting him
– Something in the water is warming it

• Without trust, we can’t



Viva la dirt league plays pubg



expectations

• I had a “(but see later…)” earlier
• If players play enough games that act 
the same way, they can defer to that
way instead of to the real world’s way
– Example: expecting that getting shot in the 
head won’t kiLl you

– Example: not needing the lavatory
– Example: dropping objects destroys them

• Breaking these expectations can also
break iMmersion, but happily it’s only a 
quick, one-oFf adjustment



Arthur’s headphones



Cat spectacles

• Why was it that those miqo’te I showed 
earlier were wearing glaSses?

• Few miqo’te do wear glasses, so they’re 
not necesSary for the fiction
– Even If they were, why glasses and not a 
monocle or pince-nez?

• It’s clear that these characters were given 
glasses to wear deliberately

• It’s not an accident or incompetence
– There’s even a quest to get one of the miqo’te 
characters a new pair of spectacles



speaking

• The designer is telLing us something here
• Ffxiv takes place in a whimsical world that 
at times is frankly bonkers
– cat people resting their glasses on ears where 
they don’t have ears is just one example

• Such examples inform the player that they 
can’t trust everything aLl the time
– It’s safe to go with the flow for small, 
amusing non sequiturs

• For the big, important storylines, 
though, then we can trust the designer



lampshading

• Lampshading is a trick writers use 
when they do something they know will 
affect suspension of disbelief

• It involves calling attention to the 
implausible feature, then moving on

• The writer is confeSsing that they’re 
streSsing the fiction somewhat

• This reassures the audience that the 
fictional world works like the real one
– “The real-world weird thing is weird here, too!”

• Ffxiv does do some lampshading



What will you say?



Talking turtle



Fishing trip



Shadeless lamp

• Miqo’te glasses are not lampshading, but 
they’re there for similar reasons

• they’re among the ways that players 
learn where the boundaries lie 
between the important and the unimportant

• Ffxiv is a world of whimsy, so 
determining what’s superficial and 
what’s dEep is a necessary skill

• By showing that character appearance is 
not important, it tells the player it can be 
ignored for gameplay purposes



messages

• there are only two Legitimate reasons for 
having something with no fictional cover

• Flashback!
– It’s saying something about the game
– It’s saying something about real life

• These are essentially to do with the ART
of game design

• I’ve just explained how ffxiv shuns fictional 
cover to say something about the game

• How can doing so say something about 
real life?



Easter eggs

• Overt references to real life such as 
easter eggs are not examples of this

• If you name your crater in wow after the 
one you based it on in Tanzania, what are 
you saying to players?

• You’re telling them that this is not a 
self-contained reality, it’s just a game

• If that’s what you want to tell them, 
that’s perfectly fine!

• Whatever, it’s cost your world 
integrity and imMersiveneSs



reason

• The reason that easter eggs and other 
real-world elements (e.g. cash stores) don’t 
count is that they’re not ART
– Well, they can be art, but it’s not the art 
of game design

• The art of Game design is carried by its 
gameplay
– It’s not “making the intangible tangible”
– It’s “making the unshown shown”

• Because of this indirection, almost aLl
statements about reality are in-fiction



Out?

• Why “almost” there?
• To be out-of-fiction, the reference to 
reality would have to be of reality
– whether personal, political, social, …

• This can sort-of be achieved if the fiction 
of the game is that it is reality
– Args are usually the other way round 
(reality is the game), but maybe could work

• The MMO The secret world has such a 
fiction, but stiLl only says things about 
reality through metaphor and analogy



art

• Games can just flat-out make a 
statement about the real world through 
the medium of their gameplay
– edutainment games will, for example

• if they do that, though, they become mere 
oFfshoOts of reality

• Therefore, if you want to say something 
about the real world in a virtual world, 
use that as the basis of your fiction

• If you don’t want to say anything at 
all, why are you even making the game?



In summary

• Realisticness is what players:
– Expect to see when the fiction says they 
should see it

– expect to see when the fiction says nothing
but the default non-fiction does

• Normally the non-fiction is the world we 
live in, but it can be the game genre

• If your game isn’t realistic then the 
players won’t (indeed can’t) trust you
– any story is therefore sunk
– Worse, You won’t be able to say much at all



Quest complete!


